Technical Scoop E-Commentary September 23 2019
From David Chapman, Chief Strategist
dchapman@enrichedinvesting.com
For Technical Scoop enquiries: 416-523-5454
For Enriched InvestingTM strategy enquiries and
for Canadian Dividend Strategy enquiries: 416-203-3028

Expected cut, repo intervention, stocks decline, rosy gold, drone jump, slowing economy, maybe top
A shortened update this week as we were at a conference.
The Fed cut rates as expected. But that was not the real story of the week. The Fed intervened in repo markets
for four consecutive days because of cash shortages in the short term money markets. It was the first major
repo operation since 2008. In 2008 there was a financial crisis. So what is there now? The operation is
expected to continue.
Stock markets fell and gold rose. Oil jumped sharply following the drone bombings against their oil fields a
week ago. There are further signs of a slowing global economy. Could we now be topping? Some September
tops have been famous followed by October crashes. The Canadian Dividend Strategy is designed to allocate
to cash in the event of a sustained decline.
Have a great week!
DC
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U.S. Overnight Repo Rate

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com , www.stlouisfed.org
As expected, the Fed cut the key banking rate another quarter point this past week to 1.75%-2.00%. It is the
second cut this year. Expectations by many are for one more, but there are many who expect the Fed to be
done for the year. The Fed as usual was ambiguous. If there is one more, we would not expect it to happen
until the December FOMC.
But the real story of the week may have been the action in the overnight repo market. The term may throw off
non-market people, but for the short-term money markets it is a very key market. For starters, what is the
repo rate? Simply, it is defined as “the discount rate at which a central bank repurchases government
securities from the commercial banks, depending on the level of money supply it decides to maintain in the
country's monetary system. ...Repo is short for repossession.”
It is, however, not just limited to the central bank as banks and dealers are active in the overnight repo market
as well, lending overnight funds against collateral. Depending on the credit of the collateral the repo rate can
vary. Many securities may not be eligible for repo due to a low credit rating. The repo market is huge. In the
U.S., average daily volume is estimated at $3.9 trillion. Repo dealing desks exist not just in the U.S. but in major
money markets around the world, including Canada.
So, what happened? The overnight repo rate leaped to a high of 10% this past week from its normal 2-2.25%. It
only fell once the Fed pumped roughly $75 billion into the markets, not just once but every day for four days.
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The last time markets had been this violent in the overnight repo market was 2008. We all know what
happened then.
In 2008 markets were violent because of the fear of financial collapse surrounding the Lehman Brothers
debacle. This time it appears to be have been a gross mismatch of funds in the markets. U.S. companies
withdrew apparently upwards of $100 billion for tax payment deadlines. The U.S. Treasury had to settle a $78
billion issue of coupon bonds and bills. Add in the demand for funds because of the surge in oil prices, coupled
with ongoing distortions because of the Fed unwinding QE and what happened was a classic cash squeeze in
the market. Rates soared.
The fact that the Fed had to get involved to calm the markets is a sign, we believe, of growing instability in
markets. The world, as we know, is highly indebted with an estimated $250 trillion or more of debt
outstanding. Most of it is outside the money markets as loans and many other forms of debt are not
marketable so they do not trade. It is the market for securities, bonds, bills, notes, commercial paper, bankers’
acceptances, and many others. It includes paper of governments, corporations, and financial institutions.
Active participants include banks, investment dealers, and brokers but also many corporations with large
money market requirements.
Interest rates globally and historically are low including, as we have noted, $17 trillion of negative rate debt
primarily in the EU and Japan. Interest rates have to stay low. The world would not be able to withstand a rise
in interest rates. Central banks around the world would be forced to intervene to try and push rates down if
dislocations and mismatches occur. The Fed is lowering rates in response to a potential global economic
slowdown. But the central banks influence primarily short interest rates while long interest rates are market
oriented. If rates start to rise to even 3% or higher for 10-year bonds and notes it could cause a bond collapse
resulting in a market panic as a debt crisis spreads.
U.S. Fed Funds Rate

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com , www.stlouisfed.org
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
For the first time in four weeks, markets closed lower this past week. The S&P 500 fell 0.5% while the Dow
Jones Industrials (DJI) was off 1.1%. Hardest hit was the Dow Jones Transportations (DJT), losing 3.3%. Gainers
were rare this past week. The TSX Composite soared to new all-time highs, gaining 1.3% this past week while
the Tokyo Nikkei Dow (TKN) was up 1.3% as well.
More tensions between China and the U.S. surfaced over trade and that was enough to put a damper on the
markets irrespective of the Fed’s rate cut. Concern remained over the drone bombing against Saudi Arabia’s oil
fields as the U.S. was sending troops to the kingdom. The Fed cut rates as expected, but questions remained
about further rate cuts and there was a sense as to just how much this would accomplish against a backdrop of
a slowing global economy. There was concern about the Fed’s operations in the repo markets where cash
shortages had developed. These repo operations are now expected to continue into October. There are more
bond and bill auctions coming up and the volume, coupled with the settlements, is weighing on the market. If
weak demand develops for the bond auctions, interest rate yields would rise again and bond prices fall (prices
move inversely to yields).
The picture above of the S&P 500 shows it is once again up against the top of the broadening channel. Failure
to make new highs or break through the top of the channel could set up a potentially dangerous double top on
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the charts. This pattern is being repeated elsewhere. A gap down through 2,950 would be dangerous and
suggest an island top. If the ascending wedge pattern is correct, a breakdown through 2,900 suggests a big
drop ahead. Confirmation comes with a breakdown under 2,800. While the NYSE advance decline remains
positive, it is beginning to roll over with the market. There is little encouragement elsewhere where numerous
charts are failing at channel tops, and, experiencing declining volume typical of a topping pattern. Put buying is
growing and normally that might be a positive sign. The market, however, has not yet fallen.
The fall equinox can often bring trend changes in markets even if it is not immediately obvious. We have seen
numerous highs in September, including last year, along with famous ones in 1929 and a lower high in 1987.
Tops in September saw crashes in October in 1929, 1987, but also 1978 and 1979. Some highs waited until
October. There were key highs in October 2000 and 2007 before significant drops in the months to follow.
With so many non-confirmations, potential double tops, reaching tops of channels against declining volumes,
weakening economic conditions, the potential for rising interest rates, chaos in the repo markets, and, the
volatile China/U.S. trade war, caution is advised at this juncture.
As noted, a breakdown could occur under 2,950 S&P 500 and confirmed under 2,800. The TSX Composite
doesn’t break down until below 16,000. With the TSX Composite up against a channel as well caution is
advised there as well. For the S&P 500, a decline into October could last into December/January and fall as low
as 2,200 to complete what we believe is either an E wave or a C wave. Either way, a decline of some
significance appears to be in the works and should become evident soon.

(Rest of page blank)
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Gold, silver and the gold stocks as represented by the Gold Bugs Index (HUI) and the TSX Gold Index (TGD)
enjoyed an up week. Gold gained 1% and silver was up 1.6%, while the HUI jumped 6.9% and the TGD gained
6.5%. Despite the positive week, we are not enamoured with what appears as a potential head and shoulders
top forming on the gold chart. Volume tailed off this week even as the market rose. Not necessarily a positive
sign. The US$ Index gained a small 0.3% this past week, but it too looks toppy. Normally that would be positive
for gold but with a negative pattern forming on the gold chart we are somewhat suspicious as to what actually
might happen. The US$ Index could still move higher to unfulfilled targets up around 100.80. Gold breaks
under $1,490 and has potential targets down to $1,415/$1,420. There is some interim support at $1,480 down
to $1,470. Below that the targets should be achieved.
The silver chart continues to look negative. Its next break would occur under $17.50 and target down to
$16.90/$17.00 support. Ultimately, silver could fall to retest levels down to $16. The upcoming period is often
difficult for gold and silver. Weakness can last into November or December before the early year rally gets
underway. We believe we have a completed a 1 or A wave up and this is the 2 or B wave to form. Even when
gold was rising from $680 to $1,900 from 2008 to 2011 there were several corrections along the way, including
some that saw gold fall 10–15%. So, a correction now would not be unusual.
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The commercial COT for gold shown below remains at 25% this past week. While long open interest rose
roughly 7,000 contracts short open interest jumped roughly 20,000 contracts. That suggests to us that the
commercials remain negative and have yet to cover their shorts. Silver is in the same position. Profit-taking on
gold stocks would raise cash for buying opportunities that should arise over the next couple of months. An
updated Markets & Trends is on the next page.

Source: www.cotpricecharts.com

(Markets and Trends to follow on next page)
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MARKETS AND TRENDS
% Gains (Losses)
Stock Market Indices
S&P 500
Dow Jones Industrials
Dow Jones Transports
NASDAQ
S&P/TSX Composite

Close
Dec 31/18

Close
Sep 20/19

Week

YTD

2,506.85
23,327.46
9,170.40
6,635.28
14,322.86

(0.5)%
(1.1)%
(3.3)%
(0.7)%
1.3%

Trends
Daily (Short
Term)

Weekly
(Intermediate)

Monthly (Long
Term)

19.4%
15.5%
14.0%
22.3%
18.0%

up
up
up (weak)
up
up

up
up
up
up
up

up (topping)
up (topping)
up (weak, topping)
up (topping)
up (topping)

557.20

2,991.99
26,934.26
10,454.23
8,117.67
16,899.69 (new
highs)
590.45

0.2%

6.0%

neutral

down (weak)

down

Russell 2000

1,348.56

1,559.74

(1.2)%

15.7%

up

up

up (weak, topping)

MSCI World Index
NYSE Bitcoin Index

1,710.88
3,769.99

1,917.03
10,166.26

(0.2)%
(1.5)%

12.1%
169.7%

up (weak)
down (weak)

neutral
up

neutral
up

160.58
186.74

218.23
251.05

6.9%
6.5%

35.9%
34.4%

neutral
neutral

up
up

up
up

2.69
1.96

1.74
1.39

(8.4)%
(8.0)%

(35.3)%
(29.8)%

0.21
0.10

.05
-0.18

(54.6)%
(38.5)%

(76.2)%
(280.0)%

Currencies
US$ Index
Canadian $
Euro
Swiss Franc
British Pound

95.73
0.7350
114.58
101.88
127.50

98.14
0.7540
110.19
100.90
124.68

0.3%
flat
(0.5)%
(0.1)%
(0.2)%

2.5%
2.6
(3.8)%
(1.0)%
(2.2)%

up
up (weak)
down
down
up

up
neutral
down
up
down

up
down
down
neutral
down

Japanese Yen

91.24

92.97

0.5%

1.9%

down

up

up

1,281.30

1,515.10

1.0%

18.3%

neutral

up

up

15.54
795.90

17.85
942.60

1.6%
(1.0)%

14.9%
18.4%

up (weak)
up

up
up

up
up (weak)

1,197.20
2.63

1,625.00 (new highs)
2.606

1.5%
(3.5)%

35.7%
(0.9)%

up
neutral

up
down

up
Down

Energy
WTI Oil

45.41

58.09

5.9%

27.9

up

up

neutral

Natural Gas

2.94

2.50

(4.2)%

(15.0)%

up

neutral

down

S&P/TSX Venture (CDNX)

Gold Mining Stock Indices
Gold Bugs Index (HUI)
TSX Gold Index (TGD)
Fixed Income Yields/Spreads
U.S. 10-Year Treasury yield
Cdn. 10-Year Bond yield
Recession Watch Spreads
U.S. 2-year 10-year Treasury spread
Cdn 2-year 10-year CGB spread

Precious Metals
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Base Metals
Palladium
Copper

Source: www.stockcharts.com, David Chapman
Note: For an explanation of the trends, see the glossary at the end of this article.
New highs/lows refer to new 52-week highs/lows.
Copyright David Chapman, 2019
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Disclaimer

GLOSSARY
Trends
Daily – Short-term trend (For swing traders)
Weekly – Intermediate-term trend (For longterm trend followers)
Monthly – Long-term secular trend (For longterm trend followers)
Up – The trend is up.
Down – The trend is down
Neutral – Indicators are mostly neutral. A trend
change might be in the offing.
Weak – The trend is still up or down but it is
weakening. It is also a sign that the trend might
change.
Topping – Indicators are suggesting that while
the trend remains up there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is topping.
Bottoming – Indicators are suggesting that
while the trend is down there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is bottoming.

David Chapman is not a registered advisory service
and is not an exempt market dealer (EMD). He does
not and cannot give individualised market advice. The
information in this newsletter is intended only for
informational and educational purposes. It should not
be construed as an offer, a solicitation of an offer or
sale of any security. The reader assumes all risk when
trading in securities and David Chapman advises
consulting a licensed professional financial advisor or
portfolio manager such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated before proceeding with any trade or idea
presented in this newsletter. Before making an
investment, prospective investors should review each
security’s offering documents which summarize the
objectives, fees, expenses and associated risks. David
Chapman shares his ideas and opinions for
informational and educational purposes only and
expects the reader to perform due diligence before
considering a position in any security. That includes
consulting with your own licensed professional
financial advisor such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated. Performance is not guaranteed, values
change frequently, and past performance may not be
repeated.
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